TEACHING ASSISTANT POSTING
DALHOUISIE UNIVERSITY
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 4R2

POSTING DATE: July 25, 2023
APPLICATION DEADLINE: August 21, 2023

POSITION: Marker (90 hours total)
September – December 2023

DEPARTMENT: Department of Chemistry

PAY RATE: $24.00/hour, as per CUPE Collective Agreement

WORK ASSIGNMENT: Assist with grading tests & exams for CHEM 2201.03 (Introduction to Analytical Chemistry)
Chem 2201 has an enrollment of ~140 students. The course includes 3 tests (Sept 29; Oct 30; Nov 29), plus a final exam (scheduled by registrar). Duties will include:

1) Assisting the instructor with grading portions of the midterms and final exam
2) Tabulating and recording grade information

REQUIREMENTS OF POSITION: Applicants must be currently enrolled in a graduate or undergraduate program at Dalhousie. Undergraduates must have completed a minimum 60 credit hours. Applicants must have a strong knowledge of analytical chemistry, demonstrated by successful completion of Chem 2201 (or equivalent), or through other relevant experience in the subject of analytical chemistry. Applicants should be available to contribute ~20 hours in the days immediately following each midterm and ~30 hours during the final exam period in December.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE ABOVE POSITION, PLEASE EMAIL BY THE APPLICATION DEADLINE AN ABBREVIATED (1-2 page) CV AND A SEPARATE WORD DOCUMENT, LISTING RELEVANT COURSES OR WORK EXPERIENCE RELATED TO THE SUBJECT OF ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY TO:

Dr. Alan Doucette
Alan.doucette@dal.ca

Dalhousie University is committed to fostering a collegial culture grounded in diversity and inclusiveness. The University encourages applications from indigenous persons, persons with a disability, racially visible persons, women, persons of minority sexual orientations and gender identity, and all candidates who would contribute to the diversity of our community. For more information, please visit www.dal.ca/hiringfordiversity